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DESCRIPTION OF WORK

➔ Graphic Design

Sarah Grace and her design team who offer graphic and website design.

Graphic design is defined by the Merrium Webster's dictionary as:” the art or profession
of using design elements (such as typography and images) to convey information or
create an effect.” Sarah Grace and her design team do not draw or illustrate original
images but only work with existing fonts, photographs, vectors, etc.

Note:
Sarah Grace and her design team do not provide printing but can provide shopping for a
3rd party printer to your requested project based on your request. Additional fees apply
for processing 3rd party orders.

➔ Website Design

Website designs and hosting by Sarah Grace and her team utilize the above graphic
design skills along in a strategic and organized way to create an online presence in
conjunction with a registered domain name and website hosting which will be provided
through the client or a 3rd party website.

➔ Video Design



Video design/editing by Sarah Grace and her team is offered to create short promotional
videos for the specific use of promotion on websites and social media. All video design
is delivered via email through a 3rd party app such as Google Drive, We Transfer, etc.

FINANCIAL POLICIES

➔ PRICES

Sarah Grace does have a standard price menu as a starting point for all services,
however prices for each project vary based on the necessary skill level, and time
investment which may require further price customization per client. Prices are quoted
based on the anticipated skill and time investment that must be made into each project
with an allowance for a number of revisions. Prices can also vary based on current
economy, 3rd party vendors, supply and demand and a variety of other circumstances
and no one price or offer can be guaranteed to another new client or new project.

Prices per project not based upon finished projects being delivered but time spent and
services rendered. Should a client desire to “try on” a diversity of concepts for any given
project, additional fees will apply per your contract/invoice. Refunds are not given at any
time unless the designer chooses to refuse services.

➔ PACKAGES

Package options may be requested when a client desires to bundle services together.

Retainer options may be requested for clientele who desire services for ongoing
projects and can be made for a specific time line or an ongoing weekly or monthly basis.
Retainer packages will come with more specific policies per contract.

➔ PAYMENTS

All services are billed via digital invoice and are payable through PayPal, CashApp, or
credit card by phone. Some services require full payment in advance and some may
require a downpayment and schedule release of services based upon payments made
per agreed schedule. Should a dispute ever be issued by a client and end in our favor,



there will be an additional fee assessed to the client for damages billed at 30% of the
disputed price before a new project can be ordered. No refunds (See below for more)

➔ NON PAYMENT

In the case that a client has signed up for monthly services such as retainers or hosting
payments must be received on time each month for continued service. Services will be
subject to suspension within 5 business days of non-payment. In the case of websites
with monthly fees, non-payment could result in a message being displayed on your
website declaring that your website is unavailable. In that case, Sarah Grace and her
creative team are not responsible for damages done as a result of the suspended
service.

➔ ADD-ONS

Sarah Grace and her team are not responsible for graphic or web design items that do
not currently exist in our company library such as special fonts, photo stock, video
stock, widgets plugins, e-commerce, event hosting platforms, and/or anything that
would come at an expense to us. These items must be purchased by the client or
requested and paid for via invoice.

➔ FILE COMPATIBILITY

Sarah Grace and her team are not responsible for costs incurred by our clients who
purchase items that do not work with our graphic or web design projects or suit the
client's desires after purchase and file delivery. For example, if a client purchases a
special website builder and wants us to use it but we are not trained or the current
website is not compatible with it, we are not responsible for that purchase or obligated
to use. For another example, if a client purchases a graphic design and the final file
doesn’t suit the printer they chose to use, or they require a file type that we didn’t sell as
part of the clients package, we are not responsible for those costs.

➔ PRINT NON-LIABILITY

Sarah Grace and her team require that the client is the final proofreader on all
documents, graphic, and files that are to be circulated digitally or in print or physical
product for accuracy and will not be responsible for the costs associated with printing or



circulating or distributing a product or service that is found to have typo’s, error’s, or the
like. We advise all clients to proofread carefully and to always order one sample item
such as a book or flyer to review before purchasing in bulk. If an error needs to be
corrected and you are within the time the file archive policy permits (see below) we
would be happy to edit your files and resend them.

➔ REFUND POLICY

As stated above. No refunds are given for payments made before, during, or after
services are rendered. Once your services are agreed upon and your payment is made
it makes a residual impact on our service calendar, other quotes, and a variety of other
things therefore refunds cannot be given. In some cases a client can request to apply
the payments made to a different service.

COMMUNICATION POLICIES

➔ BUSINESS HOURS

Business correspondence is typically returned Monday through Thursday. We are
closed Friday through Sunday and business correspondence is not returned on
weekends or all major holidays unless otherwise agreed per client contract. Please
allow 2 business days for response from one of our team members via email, call,
inbox, or text. We take correspondence in the order it was received.

Design deliverables may be delivered at any time, however correspondence will resume
during business hours.

➔ ACCEPTED FORMS OF COMMUNICATION

Sarah Grace and her team provide two levels of service; The “Quick Shop” and
“Executive Service.”



The “Quick Shop” comes with email support only, and “Executive Service” comes with
the option of pre-paid email, live phone, or video consultations and those forms of
support may be included on the contracts negotiated with each client. If live support is
not included with your purchased service or contract it will not be given without a new
service or contract being negotiated and settled with full payment in advance.

We do not process official business correspondence through social media, or text. All
official business correspondence will be processed through email unless you have
executive live support as part of your contract.

DESIGN PROCESS

➔ TEAM INCLUSION

Sarah Grace reserves the right to implement the use of our formal and informal team
members to expedite all offered professional services.

➔ COOPERATION POLICY

Clients must be willing to cooperate with the management and staff of Sarah Grace as it
relates to complying with all policies and submitting all files and information through
proper protocols with accepted file types i.e. high resolution photographs for flyer
designs etc. per project specifications. Sarah Grace will not be held liable for refunds for
unfinished projects as a result of a client not providing necessary information and/or
feedback, additional files, etc. Should a client pay and then refuse to follow up to
complete their project, no refunds will be given.

➔ NON TRANSFER

Graphic and web designs, passcodes, logins, hosting, website’s and any all services
provided by Sarah Grace and her design time cannot be transferred to any individual
and or designer, consultant, web designer or professional service or service giver other
than the client. Websites that are built on a clients hosting service may be taken over
only after we are informed with 30 days notice and all of our tagging, signatures, and
branding are removed from the website. Once our credentials are removed the client



will have to request a new quote to build a new website if they choose to return for
continued or new service.

➔ TURN AROUND TIME

Turn around time varies based on many factors on all projects and is also based on
client cooperation and file submissions. Turn around time will be discussed during
negotiation for services and is always respected but cannot be guaranteed with 100%
client cooperation and the absence of any technical failures as described below in our
technical non-liability description.

➔ PROJECT UPDATES AND REQUESTS

All project updates and requests must be submitted via email to
team@thegrceffect.com for quality assurance and integral record keeping. We will not
accept revision requests via voicemail, phone, text message, or social media.

➔ NON-COMMUNICATION

If a client purchases services and stops responding to emails and/or calls or texts, their
project will be placed on hold until their return. Once a client does that, they will have to
be taken out of the current order of priority they are in and placed at the bottom of our
list unless otherwise agreed. If a client does not communicate with us concerning their
project for 90 days, they will have to apply for a new quote and their initial down
payment or full payment may or may not apply based on economy and/or pricing
changes or circumstances.

FILE MANAGEMENT

➔ PORTFOLIO

All work created by Sarah Grace and her design team will be displayed in our online
and print portfolios unless otherwise agreed upon. Private label projects can be
negotiated for an additional fee.

➔ SOURCE FILE/WEB HOST AND WEBSITE ACCESS/ CLIENT OWNED FILE
LINKS, AND 3RD PARTY WEBSITE AND APPLICATIONS.



Source files for graphic design are not given to the client as standard part of their
projects but may be requested for additional fee. They are the equivalent of eating at a
restaurant and asking for the recipe with the check. Should a client desire to have the
source file, they should request it during service negotiation.

Website hosting provided by Sarah Grace is not accessible to any of clients as multiple
clients' websites and information are in a shared location and must be held in privacy
out of respect for all clients.

Should a client desire to request a username and passcode for a website that allows for
that feature, it will be given to them upon request. Any damages or changes to the
website as a result of that access that require Sarah Grace and her team to rebuild the
website and/or specific areas or pages will be billable at an hourly rate based on the
current standard pricing list.

Sarah Grace and her team may require access to a clients hosting account and/or other
3rd party website and/or application and may be requested. Providing access to those
through sharing your user name or number, log in name, passwords, ect grants then
access for the sake of your project. Sarah Grace and her team will always treat client
information with respect and great care but hold no liability for damages done as a
result of log in as it could relate to technical issues, crashes, ect.. See policies below

➔ FILE ARCHIVE POLICY

Once final files are delivered to the client via email, they are responsible for keeping
them. Sarah Grace and her team do not guarantee re-delivery of lost files and the client
will be responsible for any fees associated with re-designing lost files.

TECHNICAL NON-LIABILITY

➔ DOMAINS AND WEBSITE HOSTING



Sarah Grace and her team are not liable for damages imposed upon the client based on
circumstances, technical failures, and anything that would cause a domain name
(website address) or website hosting having a crash or technical failure that results in a
website to be down temporarily or permanently.

➔ 3RD PARTY APPLICATIONS AND COMPANIES

Sarah Grace and her team will not assume responsibility for any damages that occur in
the result of 3rd party companies such as website hosting companies or plugins, other
designers who are contributing to the project, someone else’s misuse of login
information in the case of a hacker, virus, or stolen passcodes.

DISAGREEMENTS, CANCELATION, AND LEGAL ACTION AND LIABILITY

➔ DISAGREEMENT IN PRIVACY

Though we do not foresee this being an issue with our clientele, we do require that all
business matters include personal and financial discussions, disputes, arguments, and
disagreements, be kept in strict confidentiality and are not shared with other parties by
direct claim or insinuation by being published in blogs, on the internet, in social media in
picture or text form or any audio or visual form, or discussed with any 3rd parties, other
designers and professionals with the exclusion of an attorney who the client hires for
such a cause. This is done for the sake of protecting Sarah Grace and her team in both
their personal and professional lives.

➔ COPYRIGHT AND CONSULTATION NON-LIABILITY

Sarah Grace will not be held liable for the legal action taken against any of our clients in
association with the misuse of files, pictures, names, that were given to place in client’s
online, or print files. Sarah Grace and her team will not be held liable for any legal action
taken against clients as a result of advice given through consultations or as a result of
the outcome of referrals to other individuals or companies.

➔ REFUSED WORK POLICY



Sarah Grace and her design team reserve the right to refuse any project at any time for
any reason without explanation.

➔ CANCELLATION POLICY

Once the client has paid, the client may cancel the project at any time by informing us
via email, however, no refund will be given as Sarah Grace cannot recoup time or
expenses lost as a result of client cancellation after negotiation and scheduling.


